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Introduction
Boundary Commission
The task of producing warding proposals for Birmingham has proved difficult as conflicts arise between the criteria established by the Local Government
Boundary Commission, namely an equality of electorate per councillor and a ward structure based on community interests and identities, as these are only
realisable in limited areas of the city. The exercise we have conducted began with an attempt to map the neighbourhoods of Birmingham. This revealed that
very many of the neighbourhoods identified have electorates smaller than that required for a one-member ward. In other areas, it was difficult to construct a
defined neighbourhood without going beyond an electoral size greater than that required for a one-member ward.
In the ward proposals submitted, the starting point was to look for an area of the city where there was the least possible conflict between the different
requirements of the Local Government Boundary Commission. The current Perry Barr Constituency was chosen as a starting point for the exercise as much of
this area could be assembled into clearly defined communities with electorate numbers that were within the requirements of one or two-member wards. Also it
was evident that there were both natural and historical boundaries that would define the ward arrangements to the North and North-East of Perry Barr
Constituency, specifically the M6 motorway; the historical boundary between Sutton Coldfield and the remainder of Birmingham; and the impact of the River
Cole on the Eastern flank of the city within the present Hodge Hill Constituency.
Whilst it would have been possible to start with a different area of the city, the characteristics outlined above did not appear in other areas as strongly or as
extensively within the North of the city. So, whilst the ward arrangements across the Central and Southern areas of Birmingham are constructed to provide an
attempted balance between the number of electors per member and strongly defined community boundaries, these areas of Birmingham are also subject to
the constraints that need to be considered as a result of the warding arrangements for the North and North-East of the city.
There was no attempt within this exercise to start with a pre-determined number of wards or councillors. Rather, the exercise sought to select ward boundaries
that were within the electorate size for the city (813,407) divided by the number of councillors recommended by the Boundary Commission (i.e. 100), and
where possible producing ward sizes that were within a +5% tolerance of the 8,134 electorate for a one-member ward and the 16,268 electorate for a twomember ward. The exercise has produced a mixture of one-member and two-member wards that present a total of 101 councillors. We believe that this
approach has struck a realistic balance between the sometimes conflicting requirements of the warding exercise and has produced a total number of
councillors that is within constructive reach of the 100 councillors figure indicated by the Boundary Commission.
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#

Ward

No of
Cllrs

Projected Electorate Forecast
Electorate per Cllr
Electoral
2021
Variance in
2021

Rationale for Ward
-Evidence for reflecting community identities and interests
-Evidence for providing for convenient and effective local
government

1

Acocks Green
& Fox Hollies

2

16606

The proposed Acocks Green and Fox Hollies Ward seeks to preserve the
most successful aspects of the current 3-member Acocks Green ward
while adjusting the boundaries to recognise a new councillor-to-electorate
ratio. One particular success has been the unification of the area around
Acocks Green Village within one ward rather than being divided along the
Warwick Road, as was the case before 2004. As a result residents from
communities on both sides of what is now seen as the High Street have
been involved in helping to make great improvements, including gaining
funding for the recently completed de-dualing of the road, supporting the
very successful Business Improvement District and winning a Gold Medal
in Britain in Bloom. This involvement has been informally through cleanups and working parties and formally through the Acocks Green Village
Partnership, where local business, resident and civil society groups come
together to share experiences and aspirations for the Centre. These
include two Neighbourhood Forums, a Focus Group and a collection of
people preparing to have a Conservation Area declared.

8303

+2.08

The eastern boundary of the proposed ward is composed in its entirety
by the city boundary with Solihull MBC. To the north, the boundary is the
Grand Union Canal - a physical boundary that forces communities on
either side to look in different directions for their services and transport
links. The start of the western boundary is formed by the dual
carriageway of Stockfield Road to the junction with Warwick Road,
separating the residential area from the largely industrial areas to the
west on the Tyseley industrial estates.
The Yarnfield Estate forms part of the western edge of the ward with an
industrial estate to the west turning the focus of Yarnfield residents east
towards Acocks Green. The vacant land to the south of the estate is
brought into the proposed ward as this currently has planning permission
for a supermarket, which is to be integrated into the Fox Hollies local
centre. The addition of Shaftesmoor Lane from the rail bridge also brings
a number of properties into the ward that again form part of that shopping
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area. The southern edge of the ward is York Road and then the southern
edge of Fox Hollies Park, a natural physical boundary.
Between the park and the village centre lie a number of former municipal
housing estates making up a contiguous run of housing with local
schools, the Fox Hollies Leisure Centre and the Fox Hollies Forum, the
latter run by a well-established Community Association. There have
been concerns that since the loss of the Fox Hollies Ward name in 2004,
these housing areas had been over-shadowed by the highly organised
residents around the Acocks Green centre. However, given the links that
exist between these estates and the Victorian/Edwardian north and
centre it is suggested that both areas be recognised in the name of a
unified ward to the benefit of all, rather than split it into two separate
wards.
2

Allens Cross

1

8021

8021

-1.39

Whilst many areas within the new proposed Allens Cross Ward are
diverse and fall into distinct communities they are brought together by
Ley Hill recreation ground and the shops at the bottom of Hogg’s Lane,
which naturally serve both neighbourhoods to form a community. Many
have strong historical ties that bind the community together. People
across this area come together in a multitude of community organisations
such as Allens Cross Community Association; the Housing Liaison Board
and lunch clubs; after school clubs; Friends of Ley Hill Park; gardening
clubs; Neighbourhood Watch etc. The many Churches in the area such
as St Heliers Chapel; St Brigid’s, etc together with schools, Bellfield;
Trescott etc to undertake community activities for all residents,
performing an important role in social cohesion.
The new one-member ward would represent a clearly defined
neighbourhood between Frankley Beeches Road; Shenley Lane and
Bristol Road South.

3

Alum Rock &
Saltley

2

17494

8747

+7.54

The proposed ward Alum Rock and Saltley Ward is bounded to the north
by the cross city (Stechford to Aston) railway line, to the south by the
Coventry (Stechford) to Birmingham railway line and to the west by the
River Rea. The boundary to the east is a compromise, rather than a
‘natural boundary’, dictated by elector numbers. A more ideal boundary
would continue to follow the railway line to the north but this would make
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the ward electoral size far too large.
Alum Rock also known as "The Rock" is an inner-city suburb located
roughly 2 miles east of Birmingham city centre. "The Rock" starts at
Saltley Gate, a local landmark, at the entrance to Alum Rock Road and
Washwood Heath Road and ends at the junction with Highfield Rd and
Bowyer Road. The area has a long association with Saltley to the south
of the Alum Rock Road. In the past, Alum Rock was largely known as a
home to a large Irish immigrant population, but now contains a large
Asian population mainly from Pakistan and Bangladesh which also
extends into nearby Small Heath and Sparkbrook. Asian-owned
businesses, centred on the Alum Rock Road, are commonplace within
the area.
Alum Rock includes the connecting streets to the Alum Rock Road
beginning at Saltley Gate, to the west, continuing through the main
shopping area, towards Stechford, passing through Pelham before
joining Washwood Heath Road at the Fox & Goose. Washwood Heath
Road, which also begins at Saltley Gate, runs loosely parallel to Alum
Rock Road for a mile, before both main roads join up in front of the Fox &
Goose. The part of Washwood Heath Road to the north of the railway
line is included in the proposed Ward End Ward.
Saltley is an inner-city area, east of the city centre and south of Alum
Rock Road. Saltley is a largely business area with a high level of outlets
in a densely populated area. There are many older houses from around
the turn of the 20th century. During the 1950s and 1960s, many of these
houses were bought by immigrants mostly from Pakistan and
Bangladesh who have formed a strong community over the last half a
century. The neighbourhood is home to mainly terraced properties and
some new housing projects, commercial properties and Christian and
Muslim places of worship. Situated in the area are a number of primary
schools and St. Peter's College. (St Peters College is no longer used as
a college but the site is used for sheltered housing, small business
offices, such as CSV Environment, and a small playing field). Recreation
includes the Wheel's Adventure Park and smaller domestic parks.
Saltley is served by the Adderley Park railway station on the Birmingham
New street to Coventry railway line and just half a mile up the road in
Duddeston the Duddeston Station on the cross city line.
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4

Aston

2

16445

8223

+1.09

The proposed 2-member Aston ward adopts boundaries that incorporate
areas outside the present Aston ward that residents would consider to be
an integral part of Aston: the Witton area south of the M6 and the area to
the west of Lichfield Road that includes Aston railway station. Birchfield
Road provides a good boundary to the western side of the ward and
Clifford Street/Park Lane on the Sutton side of the ward.
Notable places of interest include Aston Hall located within Aston Park,
which is integral to the community of Aston and Aston Villa Football Club,
in the centre of the ward.

5

Balsall Heath

2

16066

8033

-1.24

There are three main resident Association groups within Aston ward
which meet monthly and give some community cohesion to the proposed
ward.
Balsall Heath is a neighbourhood and community. It has exerted its
identity through one of the most active and self-promoting
Neighbourhood Forum areas of the city which has recently submitted a
proposal for a Neighbourhood Development Plan that will go to local
community referendum on 8 October 2015. Given the potential of the
Neighbourhood Development Plan referendum geography, it is entirely
appropriate to take this as a starting block for the potential for a new
Balsall Heath Ward.
However, in terms of population, the Neighbourhood Development Plan
area is too big to justify using that boundary as a proposal for a onemember ward, yet also too small to justify a two-member ward unless the
boundary of the area is expanded to include other proximate and like
neighbourhoods.
Firstly, the Development Plan area has been expanded to include an
area from the existing Edgbaston Ward. Both the Pershore Road and the
Bristol Road are within the most significant major arterial feeder roads
into Birmingham and the proposed ward extension is concentrated along
a very thin area of geography between both of these areas, at their city
centre intersect. By far the majority of all of the households within this
additional area are either council or social landlord tenancies and,
strikingly, have more in common in this respect with the tenure types of
households on the current Sparkbrook Ward side of the Pershore Road
than they do with their own current ward association on the Edgbaston
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side of the Bristol Road.
Households within the current Sparkbrook Ward and this adjoining area
with the current Edgbaston Ward all associate with Edgbaston Cricket
Ground and make use of educational and recreational opportunities
within Calthorpe Park and along the River Rea.
Secondly, the Development Plan area has been expanded to include an
area from North of Highgate Road to Stratford Road. During the planning
period for the Balsall Heath Neighbourhood Development Plan this
particular area, known locally as “Larches Park”, was the subject of
disagreement between residents groups as to its long term future. It is
one of the most extensive council housing areas of the inner city and, as
such, could be important to plans for responding to future housing need,
which is also an aspect of Balsall Heath Neighbourhood Development
Plan objectives.
6

Bartley Green

2

17032

8516

+4.07

7

Billesley

2

15932

7966

-2.07

The proposed Bartley Green Ward is based upon the existing Bartley
Green Ward, but with adjustments that recognise natural boundaries,
barriers and distinct neighbourhoods, to bring forward a two-member
ward. To the west of the ward, the city boundary, and to the north of the
ward, Woodgate Valley, provide continuity with present arrangements
and remain sensible boundary lines. Similarly, existing boundaries to the
south of the ward are retained. To the north east, the neighbourhood
south of the Bourn Brook has been re-orientated south to the new
Weoley Ward, rather than south-west to Bartley Green, in order to
recognise both the community identifications in that area and the
boundary created by Barnes Hill/Shenley Lane.
The proposed ward of Billesley connects the Yardley Wood part of the
historic Yardley Parish, Billesley, including Billesley Common and the
Hollybank area leading through to Alcester Lanes End. Bounded by
Cocks Moors Wood in the south through Chinn Brook Recreation
Ground, through which the Chinn Brook flows to meet the River Cole at
Trittiford Park. The east boundary is the railway line from Stratford to
Birmingham with two crossing points at Highfield Road (Yardley Wood
Station) and Robin Hood Lane.
Residents in Yardley Wood have two small shopping areas at School
Road and Priory Road but also use the shops in Highfield Road opposite
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Yardley Wood Station and the shops in Trittiford Road.
There are two primary schools at Our Lady of Lourdes, Trittiford Road
and Yardley Wood Community School, School Road. Yardley Wood
Health Centre and Yardley Wood Library are both to the north close to
Chinn Brook Recreation Ground. The area is served by No 3 bus from
the city centre – Yardley Wood Road – Trittiford Road – Priory Road to
Ravenshill Road. There are other buses at the Solihull/Birmingham
border which go to Solihull.
Yardley Wood Road leads to BIllesley Common and Swanshurst
Secondary School, Billesley Tennis Centre, Moseley RFC and offers
green open space with good walking access to Hollybank Spinney.
The western-most side of Hollybank Road up to the boundary of Alcester
Road (A435) and bordered on the south by Cocks Moors Woods is
residential housing with no shops or facilities other than provided by the
bus routes long Alcester Road or Hollybank Road.

8

Birchfield &
Handsworth

2

15770

7885

-3.06

9

Bordesley &
Highgate

1

7365

7365

-9.45

To the northernmost boundary is an area known locally as the Vimy
Triangle where residents have always considered themselves as
belonging to Billesley. Indeed there is a road marker opposite
Swanshurst Park and in this area stating that this is area is Billesley.
Swanshurst Park is in the middle and the roads off Swanshurst Lane and
Wake Green Road were previously within Billesley Ward and it makes
sense to include them into the area again, as they all use the facilities of
GP surgeries, schools in Billesley rather than going further towards
Sparkhill/Sparkbrook.
Handsworth Leisure Centre and Handsworth Park are integral to the
community of the proposed Birchfield & Handsworth Ward. The
neighbourhood consists of a considerable amount of social housing
owned by Midland Heart, as well as private ownership properties. It is
very evident that the day to day issues and inequalities within the
neighbourhoods of Birchfield and Handsworth are very similar. While
these communities may identify at a neighbourhood level they strongly
identify as one unified community.
The proposed ward of Bordesley and Highgate extends out from the city
centre to provide a one-member ward. There are two distinct areas of
Bordesley and Highgate but neither provides an electorate size that
would equate with a one-member ward.
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The first of these is around the Bordesley Village developed in the late
1990s next to St Andrew’s Football Ground. This completed the
redevelopment of a Victorian district which originally consisted of small
terraced houses. In addition to the new homes, a community hall –
Phoenix Hall – was built and now provides a wide range of regular
activities aimed at meeting local community needs, promoting community
engagement and strengthening community cohesion.

10 Bordesley
Green

1

7394

7394

-9.1

The second residential area is Highgate, regarded as the site of the
original Anglo-Saxon settlement which gave the city of Birmingham its
name. The area mainly consists of commercial premises and modern
council-owned residential properties. There are some older buildings and
some large Victorian houses by Highgate park. The local community is
now very ethnically mixed due to successive waves of immigration of
Afro-Caribbeans, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, Yemenis, Irish and new
arrivals such as Somalis.
The proposed Bordesley Green Ward presents a uniquely shaped
geographical area that is bordered to the north by Bordesley Green Road
and Cattell Road and to the south by Green Lane where it elongates to
include the residential areas coming off of the B415 to the south – which
are all very alike in terms of housing type and tenure. This represents
resident understanding of ‘central Bordesley Green’. To the south of the
ward is the Spring Vale estate which is bordered by the railway line
boundary to the east and south. In previous boundary organisations this
area was isolated from other areas with shared characteristics and as
such the proposed ward represents the opportunity to again unite this
community with the area they most identify with Bordesley Green.
The Small Heath Methodist Church on the corner of Blake Lane provides
a large number of community based services such as job clubs and
coffee mornings and particularly serves the populations within the
avenues to the west in central Bordesley Green. Jenkins Street Mosque
and Green Lane Mosque either side of Coventry Road, also provide a
strong sense of identity for the residential areas on both sides of the
road.
In electoral terms, bringing central Bordesley Green together with the
Spring Vale estate creates a one-member ward and the potential for
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greater community cohesion. Separately, neither area would be large
enough in population terms to form a one-member ward.
11 Bournbrook &
Selly Park

2

17314

8652

+6.43

This area has strong links to the University of Birmingham, with many
students living in shared housing in Bournbrook and then moving to the
Pershore Road and Selly Park South, while many university staff live in
Selly Park and the avenues. There is a common bond of interest in
housing and environmental issues, which makes more sense as a twomember ward than in creating a one-member ward for Bournbrook which
would be deserted for months at a time. While the area of concern for
these issues stretches further than this proposal, Bournbrook and Selly
Park as a proposal represents a nucleus for these common interests.
The traditional boundaries of the Bourn Brook and River Rea form very
real boundaries which influence how people travel, which schools they
use and where they shop. The Bristol and Pershore Roads are both
arterial routes but with routes which link them across the proposed ward,
not just for vehicles but also walking and cycling routes. Harborne Lane
forms part of the other major boundary, with a change from commercial
to residential use, with this section of boundary completed by the railway
line.

12 Bournville &
Cotteridge

2

15347

8652

-5.66

The village of Bournville has an international reputation but past
boundaries have not always included the heart of the village in the ward
that bore its name. This proposal not only keeps the Village Green, with
its shopping parade and community facilities at the centre of the
proposed ward, but extends to areas of common interest in Cotteridge.
Bournville Green, between Linden and Sycamore Roads and the
Cadbury Works are not just tourist attractions but also the focus for a
range of community activities. The Bournville Primary and Secondary
Schools are also key to the local area.
The two areas blend almost seamlessly but are also tied together by the
outer ring road or as it is usually known by reference to its bus route, the
Outer Circle. From the externally picturesque shops of the Green, to the
busy centre of Cotteridge, people identify with this wider area. Cotteridge
Park has a Friends Group drawn from both sides of the proposed ward
who have gained national recognition for the park.
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13 Brandwood

1

8318

8318

+2.26

Two of the four main arterial roads of the ward have Brandwood in their
name: Brandwood Road and Brandwood Park Road. Within the ward
there is the historical Brandwood End Cemetery, where a number of
former Leaders of the City are buried. The Ward has its own community
centre: the Brandwood Centre in Allens Croft Road and a key nature
conservation centre with Brandwood Pool, just off Sunderton Road.
There is a well-established residents association in the name of
Brandwood Forum, which covers the whole of the ward and they have
installed numerous notice boards throughout the area to inform residents
of what events are taking place within their community.
The Northern border of the proposed ward is in general the A4040 ringroad, whilst the Eastern boundary is the A435, Alcester Road South a
key arterial road into the city from the south. The Western boundary of
the proposed ward is a large public open space known as TASSCA Field,
then the Stratford-upon-Avon canal, Lifford reservoir, Lifford Woodland &
River Rea and a major rail line embankment some fifty feet high, up to
the main A4040 outer ring-road highway.

14 Bromford &
Hodge Hill

2

15215

7608

-6.47

Bromford is a housing estate built on the old Bromford racecourse that
closed in 1965 but has an electorate that is too small to constitute a onemember ward. Alongside this estate, sharing a common M6 motorway
boundary is Hodge Hill itself, and with roads named after the Bromford –
including Bromford Road and Bromford Lane. Together, these areas
have a population too large for a one-member ward so it was appropriate
to look for a two-member ward based on the Bromford and Hodge Hill
communities.
The Housing Liaison Board is very active across the area and has
members principally from the Bromford and Hodge Hill. More readily, the
Hodge Hill Community Centre was established by the newly emerging
Muslim community in the Bromford and this provides a community hub
for residents across the Hodge Hill and Bromford.
It would be difficult to split the two-member ward into two one-member
wards as this would cut across the Hodge Hill community that is based
around the Hodge Hill Common and consists of similar type housing,
income levels, and ethnicity with large related families living on either
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side of the Coleshill Road who use local amenities, and with children
attending local schools.
With the boundary to the north being the M6 motorway, the River Cole
this forms the natural boundary to the south, with Bromford Lane and
Stechford Lane becoming the boundary to the west. The community to
the west of Bromford Lane and Stechford Lane having different identities
to Bromford and Hodge Hill.
Consequently the area identified is proposed as a two-member ward.
15 Castle Vale

1

7405

7405

-8.96

The proposed Castle Vale Ward is comprised solely on the community of
Castle Vale. Castle Vale is a very specific, identifiable and vibrant
community that has seen many changes over the last 10-15 years and
these changes have been carried through with the area being considered
as one single community within the geography of the proposed Ward.
There are specific and identifiable features that Castle Vale has that bind
it together: the Castle Vale Community Housing Company; the Castle
Vale Tenants and Residents Association; the schools of Castle Vale,
which are all linked, with most of the 11-16 year old pupils going to the
Greenwood Academy Secondary School. The geographical delineation of
Castle Vale is also somewhat unique, as the estate is entirely encircled
by main roads and the M6 Motorway.

16 Erdington

1

7847

7847

-3.53

For Castle Vale to have effective local government representation, the
only option is to make Castle Vale a one-member ward and this is
entirely acceptable as although the electorate numbers are just within the
electoral variance suggested for a one-member ward, the interests and
identities of the Castle Vale community are fully reflected in the proposed
boundary.
The proposed Erdington Ward is comprised of two distinct communities
of Erdington and the Abbeyfields estate (formerly known as the
Lyndhurst). Much of what constitutes the newly proposed ward is the
area to the east of Erdington High Street, which solely identifies itself with
Erdington for historic reasons and its proximity to the High Street.
Erdington itself is made up of an eclectic mixture of Victorian and 1930s
housing. The Abbeyfields Estate, to the north, is a mixture of new
housing, built recently on the north and north east of the estate, while the
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south, west and south west remains with much of the council housing
from the old Lyndhurst council estate, much of this being tower blocks.
Electorally, both the Erdington and Abbeyfields communities are too
small to make a one-member ward, but together they become a onemember ward. The Erdington and Abbeyfields communities not only
share the usage of the shopping area situated on Erdington High Street,
but also the local amenities, such as Erdington library and leisure centre.
The St Edmund Campion School also acts as a natural unifier between
the two communities.
Geographically Erdington Ward is bordered by the Sutton New Road to
the west which acts as a natural barrier, except for the Abbeyfields Estate
where the road is much easier to cross as it is not a dual carriageway.
Chester Road to the north acts in much the same way so that the estates
of Pype Hayes and Birches Green north of Chester Road is better
located in the proposed Pype Hayes Ward.
17 Frankley

1

8753

8753

+7.61

The proposed Frankley Ward incorporates the Frankley Parish Council
that provides its own support to the area. Frankley is undergoing some
re-development which is bringing more housing into the area. It also
hosts many active community groups that unites the whole of the
proposed ward.
The needs of the area have changed over the past 10 years due to the
impact of the collapse of MG Rover. The community is also trying to
establish a community development trust to provide future sustainability
for Frankley. The area is a great example of devolution.

18 Garretts
Green &
Stechford

2

17287

8644

+6.26

The proposed Garretts Green and Stechford ward has a long northern
boundary composed entirely of the West Coast Main Line railway – a
natural boundary to the ward. The north western corner has another
natural border in the form of the River Cole.
The ward includes the Cascades Leisure Centre and swimming pool and
is surrounded by a small retail strip along Station Road. To the east along
the Meadway, there is a retail centre which is about to undergo significant
redevelopment. To the south east, on Sheldon Heath Road is a
community centre, a second civic centre supporting the slightly elongated
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geography of the ward.
The ward demographics and housing types for the northern part of the
ward are very similar – typical of Birmingham’s development of council
estates. The ward also includes the centre of the ancient parish of
Yardley – St Edburgha’s Church and Old Yardley Park and the
Sedgemere Road area. This has an active neighbourhood forum already
in operation with strong links to local services and would be entirely
contained within the proposed boundary.
19 Glebe Farm,
Kitts Green
&Tile Cross

2

17303

8652

+6.36

This proposed two-member ward brings together three distinct, yet
closely interconnected communities situated between the River Cole in
the north and the railway line to the south. The proposal also rectifies an
error from a previous boundary review which split the Glebe Farm
community artificially in two along Glebe Farm Road.
These neighbourhoods have a distinct identity expressed through
residents groups such as the Tile Cross Neighbourhood Forum and the
Glebe Farm/Lea Village Forum. However, the boundaries between each
of these neighbourhoods are not as clearly defined, partly as they form a
natural corridor between Alum Rock in the west and Kingshurst &
Fordbridge in Solihull MBC. This is reflected by the pattern of major
roads, by the number of bus services connecting across the proposed
ward and by the mobility of the communities, who make use of shopping
and community facilities at Stechford, at the Glebe, in Lea Village/Kitts
Green and in and around East Meadway.
Given the extent of these connections and the strong external
boundaries, these communities are best represented through a twomember ward.

20 Gospel Oak

1

7804

7804

-4.06

The proposed Gospel Oak Ward has the boundary with Solihull as its
eastern limit and Fox Hollies Park as its northern boundary. The western
edge is initially Fox Hollies Road then School Road before turning south
to incorporate Bushmere Road, then reaching the Robin Hood Island,
whence it continues south east to the city boundary.
The heart of the ward is the Gospel Oak shopping area, recently renewed
by a Co-Op convenience store opening in the former public house of the
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same name. Historically this was the terminus of Birmingham’s bus
service and it is still well-served by a 10-minute frequency service. In this
location are also Gospel Oak Community Centre, Hall Green Children’s
Centre and St Michael’s Church, which runs a number of community
activities and provides a focus for the ward.
Most of the property in the ward is former municipal housing estates. Off
School Road there is an area of more settled private housing.
A ward for Gospel Oak will provide these estates to a focus for funding
and initiatives that being on the periphery of Acocks Green or Hall Green
did not allow.
21 Hall Green

2

16583

8292

+1.94

Hall Green was largely built between the wars and the housing is
noticeable due to the homogenous nature of the area with large numbers
of semi-detached houses in tree lined roads and streets. This is arguably
one of the most defining natures of the area and it is relatively easy to
appreciate the geographical extent of Hall Green by simply observing the
character of the houses. There is strong local identity with the name Hall
Green and there are many residents, even now, who have lived there
since the houses were first built.
There are a number of community organisations that serve the ward
including a Muslim Community Centre and a Muslim Scout Group. The
main community organisation is Hall Green Library which was opened in
1962 but also Highfield Hall Community Centre providing many services
to the wider local community.

22 Handsworth
Wood

2

15655

7828

-3.77

There are several locations within the ward which are associated with
Hall Green. Sarehole Mill is an iconic Hall Green landmark situated on
the River Cole in the Shire County Park. The River Cole runs past
Sarehole Mill and onto Tyseley. There is a popular Greyhound racing
stadium and race course situated on York Road called Hall Green
Stadium. Hall Green Health Centre is one of the largest GP practices in
Birmingham offering a wide range of services.
The main arterial road running through the proposed Handsworth Wood
Ward is Handsworth Wood Road. We also have an estate of over 1000
houses which is known to residents as the Handsworth Wood Estate.
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The Ward has three community centres, the Pavilions off of Hamstead
Hill, the Scout Hut on Hamstead Hall Road and St Andrew’s Community
Centre on Church Lane, all well used by the Handsworth Wood
community. There is a well-established residents group in the ward
called the Handsworth Wood Residents Group and two Forums, the
Hamstead Hall Forum and the Cherry Orchard Forum, both of which are
names from each of the estates which cover two thirds of the ward
population. Also within the ward is the largest allotment in Europe, the
Uplands Allotment, which is well used by many Handsworth Wood
residents.
A large proportion of the residents of the ward live in privately owned
properties.
The area has three very successful secondary schools, which are
outwardly looking. These schools work closely with the community.
Hamstead Hall School, Handsworth Wood Girls School and St John Wall
School.
The ward has a very diverse community of ethnic communities.
23 Harborne

2

15888

7944

-2.34

The proposals for Harborne seek to reflect the natural and recognised
neighbourhood boundaries to create a two-member ward. To the north,
the Hagley Road is a clear barrier, separating Harborne from Bearwood
(in Sandwell MBC), Summerfield and the wider North-West Birmingham
area. In using the Hagley Road as the northern boundary of the ward,
these proposals recognise the situation reflected prior to 2004, that the
neighbourhood north of the Hagley Road does not orientate south
towards Harborne, but north-west towards Summerfield Park (inside
Birmingham), and north towards Smethwick, and west, towards
Bearwood. To the south, the proposed Harborne Ward uses the existing
boundary of the Bourn Brook, therefore continuing this natural boundary
from Bartley Green and Quinton Wards. To the west, the boundary with
Quinton Ward has moved further west, from Lordswood Road to Balden
Road, recognising the longstanding orientation of the Beech Lanes estate
towards Harborne rather than Quinton. Finally, the proposals move part
of the neighbourhood around Metchley Lane into Edgbaston Ward,
recognising the linkages between this neighbourhood and the wider QE
Hospital and University sites.
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24 Hawkesley &
Walkers
Heath

1

8255

8255

+1.49

The border with Worcestershire forms a natural boundary around half of
the proposed ward area.
The housing estates that make up the ward were mostly built from the
late 1960s on the sites of four local farms: Masshouse, Primrose, Pool
Farm and Hawkesley Farms. At the turn of the 21st century the Pool Farm
and Primrose estates were identified as in need of regeneration. This
work is continuing and is due for completion in 2025-26. A new
supermarket and shopping area is to be established adjacent to the
Redditch Road which will have links to existing shops and the Health
Centre at Hawkesley. Pool Farm also has a Health Centre. There are two
community centres at Hawkesley and Greaves Hall”. An Estates
partnership group already exists including representatives of three local
Academies, Junior/Infant Schools and a Secondary Academy School in
the area. Masshouse brings a Sixth Form College within the boundary of
the ward. There are regular bus services to Northfield, Cotteridge,
Longbridge, Solihull and the city centre.

25 Heartlands

1

7877

7877

-3.16

The most important social and community identifier within the proposed
Heartlands Ward is Heartlands Hospital which serves the entire east of
the city and in particular, the characteristic health and social concerns
which are specific to the cultural identities of the East Birmingham
population.
Heartlands Hospital is also the largest employer within the local
community. Belchers Lane is the axis which runs through the middle of
the proposed Heartlands Ward from north to south and presents a key
unifying characteristic of this entire area. In particular, St Paul’s Church
and its “Crossover Café”, run by volunteers from the local community,
offers a local job club, training opportunities, and child-minding services
catering to everyone attending and working within the Heartlands
Hospital. Also on Belchers Lane is an important Secondary School and a
well-used Leisure and Community Centre supported by the whole
community.
Opposite the Heartlands Hospital, the Newbridge Baptist Church on
Yardley Green Road provides community coffee mornings, youth groups
and Scouting opportunities which are incredibly popular within the local
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area, providing an important complement to council services. Bordesley
Green Road provides an important central focal point for all the
communities within this area offering important shopping, taxi and PostOffice services.
The railway line presents a physical boundary to the north of the ward
separating the Heartlands community from the Alum Rock community.
To the east, the River Cole presents a natural barrier with Hobmoor
Ward, and to the south, Hobmoor Road is an appropriate boundary with
Small Heath Ward, producing a well formed one-member ward.
26 Highters
Heath

1

8472

8472

+4.16

The proposed Highters Heath Ward consists of the interconnected
Hollywood, Highters Heath and Daisy Farm estates - moving from the
southern city boundary upwards, using Stratford Upon Avon Canal, all
the way to Alcester Road. This area is substantially disconnected from
the areas from the north and east because of restricted crossings of the
canal, there being only 3 crossings between the city boundary and the
Alcester road - one of these being Alcester Road itself.
Consequently residents across these estates tend to use the facilities
within the area itself. Children are sent to either Hollywood School,
Highters Heath school, or Grendon School, and there are several local
shopping facilities within the area, but including the large shopping centre
at the Maypole. There is also a bus route from the city centre which
reaches Yardley Wood Road and then crosses the three estates. The
proposal is therefore for a one-member ward.

27 Hobmoor

1

8338

8338

+2.51

The principal boundary features in this ward are the natural geographic
boundary of the River Cole and its flood plain which makes a complete
boundary to one side of the ward, the A45 Coventry Road, which is a
main arterial route in and out of the city and is a dual carriage way along
the entirety of the second boundary to the ward, the dual carriage way of
Church Road that divides two differing socio economic populations of
Yardley and the more affluent Gilbertstone Estate. Finally, the fourth
boundary, for half of its length is made up of the main arterial Bordesley
Green B4020 dual carriage-way which is an artificial boundary.
The majority of properties in the ward are of inter-war and post-Second
World War housing but with Victorian/Edwardian terraces along the
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southern edge of the ward. There is a great deal of community cohesion
and ethnic similarity within this ward.
In the centre of the ward there is the Oaklands Recreation ground which
is a central point for community activity for residents of the whole ward
and the Vibe Youth and Community Centre. There are three schools in
the proposed ward that act as a clustering point for the population:
Bierton Road, St. Bernadette’s and Hobmoor Primary Schools.
28 Holyhead

1

7684

7684

-5.53

The proposed Holyhead Ward is made up of a very diverse community.
The main arterial road is Holyhead Road which is an axis of the new
proposed ward. The homes are predominately terraced houses which
are privately owned properties but many of the properties are rented out.
The ward does have a large elderly population from all ethnic minority
communities who have lived in the area for over 30 years. The
community within this ward remains very close and uses the Churches,
Mosques and Gurdwaras within the area.

29 Jewellery
Quarter &
Winson
Green

2

15384

7692

-5.43

The proposed Jewellery Quarter and Winson Green ward brings together
two of Birmingham’s most important historical identities, the Jewellery
Quarter and Soho House, Soho Avenue, in which Matthew Boulton lived
– Matthew Boulton was responsible for the growth of the jewellery
industry in Birmingham (in its current location), several hundred years
ago.
Whilst the proposed ward is a mixture of different housing types and
tenures, there has been and will continue to be housing-led regeneration
and development schemes across the ward, from the Jewellery Quarter
through to the City Hospital site. This will lead to an even more
randomised mix of residential properties.
There is transport spine through the ward as the Metro route comes
through the Jewellery Quarter, with two stations in the Jewellery Quarter
(St Pauls and Jewellery Quarter), and on through to Winson Green, with
a further station at Benson Road (Soho). The boundaries of the ward
lead from Great Charles Street, to the west along Spring Hill and then
onto the main rail line through to Wolverhampton, and then to the northwest along Constitution Hill, Great Hampton Street, Soho Hill and Soho
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Road. The city boundary with Sandwell MBC and Booth Lane form the
other boundary to the ward. This geography and the radial road and rail
routes provide for a flow into the city centre of Birmingham where many
of the present and future residents of the Jewellery Quarter and Winson
Green ward will find employment.
30 Kings Heath

1

8282

8282

+1.82

Kings Heath is overwhelmingly orientated around the A435 High Street,
but has secondary focal points, particularly along York Road and Poplar
Road, and is bisected by the B4146 (Addison Road) and B4142
(Vicarage Road) which carry several bus routes including the 11 ‘Outer
Circle’ route around the city. It is one of the most significant district
centres in Birmingham, as identified in the ‘Local Centres’ supplementary
planning document.
The Kings Heath Local Action Plan is now nine years old, although a
recent review indicates that 83% of the policies within it are still relevant
to the locality. The boundaries of that plan are contiguous with the part of
Kings Heath currently located in Moseley & Kings Heath Ward, although
it should be noted that they exclude the parks and a couple of residential
areas included in the proposed Kings Heath Ward area. Notably, this
proposal has taken the Highbury Park and Estate to be part of Kings
Heath, although it is one of the areas of Kings Heath which has a “fuzzy”
boundary with Moseley, and is arguably held to be part of both areas.
The boundary in this part of the ward consequently uses (a part of) Moor
Green line then includes a cluster of homes between Valentine Road and
School Road, which is already considered by residents to be part of
Kings Heath. Finally, it has expanded the old southern boundary to take
in more of the south side of Vicarage Road and most of the streets
around Howard Road.
Given Kings Heath’s linear formation, this is overwhelmingly a simple and
logical proposal that centres on the High Street and takes in the streets
that surround it. The Kings Heath Business Improvement District
boundary is now fully contained within the new ward which is was not
before.
However, when the Kings Heath Residents Forum was re-founded a few
years ago, there was an acknowledgement and some extended debate
around the fact that the current ward boundaries excluded areas that
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identified as Kings Heath, including in and around the south side of
Vicarage Road, on and around Alcester Road South as far as the
crossroads with Woodthorpe Road and Taylor Road and further along
Wheelers Lane and Brook Lane. It has been difficult to reconcile this with
the suggested electoral ratios for representation as there are not enough
people within that extended boundary to justify a two-member ward
without undermining proposals for surrounding wards. However, the
proposed Kings Heath Ward demonstrates that appetite for ‘one Kings
Heath’ and has ensured that more of Kings Heath as identified by
residents now sits within the same boundary.
31 Kings Norton

1

7921

7921

-2.62

This forms the central area of a large parish and church established in
the 11th Century. The ancient parish is centred on the Village Green and
Stewards House and remains as St Nicholas’ Place, together an historic
17th Century Grammar School. A Charter for Market granted in 1616
continues today as a “Mop Fair” each October and as a monthly Farmer’s
Market.
Formerly a Parliamentary Seat, Kings Norton remains a significant area
of the south of the city. It is provided with three Junior/Infant schools (two
of which have become Academies) and one Roman Catholic Secondary
School. It is served by regular bus services and has a train station shared
with neighbouring Cotteridge.
Kings Norton has a large Business Park where there are financial, retail
and manufacturing employment opportunities. It is also home to the
former Triplex Glass Company.

32 Kingstanding

2

15536

7768

-4.5

The proposed Kingstanding Ward brings together the old 1930s
Kingstanding estate that was broken up in a previous boundary review,
when the Bandywood estate was split off into the Oscott Ward. There are
many similarities across the whole of the proposed Kingstanding ward:
the character of housing; the shared local amenities like the Kingstanding
Leisure Centre and the public open spaces that run through the middle of
Kingstanding from the College Road to the Kings Road that includes
Twickenham Park and Finchley Park; the Kingstanding Leisure Centre
and the shopping areas on the Kings Road and the College Road.
There have not been any major new developments or initiatives in the
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newly proposed Kingstanding Ward over the last 10 years, other than the
Kingstanding Regeneration Trust (KRT) which has mainly focused on
working with the community to promote community initiatives. Many of
the community organisations that bind together the Kingstanding
community have worked together with KRT to get funding and help to
improve the lives of one of the most deprived areas in the UK, a prime
example being the New Heights Community Centre attached to Christ the
King Church, which over a number of years has grown to become a focal
point for different community activities from across the whole of
Kingstanding. The Kingstanding Leisure Centre is the other main
community focal point where many community and third sector
organisations, such as Kingstanding Food Community and Aquarius that
do a huge amount of work across the whole Kingstanding estate.

33 Ladywood

2

15390

7695

-5.4

In electoral terms the only way to ensure that Kingstanding remains a
cohesive community that is not divided by arbitrary boundaries that split
communities is to make Kingstanding a two-member ward.
Over the past 10 years there has been a growth of city centre residential
properties that has spread into the surrounding residential communities
of Lee Bank (now re-named Attwood Green) and central Ladywood,
resulting in a balance of old and new communities and a mix of housing
tenures that has created community based co-operation that could be
supported through the proposed ward boundaries, rather than being
broken up by the new and old parts of Ladywood.
The proposed Ladywood Ward reflects the continuation of this trend as
the new residential property to be built, particularly in the Icknield Port
Loop area, will provide a mix of apartment and family housing accessing
schools within central Ladywood and Attwood Green and with residents
across the ward using the leisure and retail facilities of the city centre easily accessible by foot, by bicycle (along the canal) or by bus.
Although there are a number of community identities within the proposed
Ladywood Ward, those areas with distinct community identities have
electoral numbers significantly below that required for a one-member
ward.
Consequently, the proposed ward has been constituted as a two-member
ward, bringing the different identities together in a wider geography that
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will develop even more homogeneity in the next few years and with a
geographic size that two-members would be able to represent effectively.
34 Longbridge &
West Heath

2

15507

7754

-4.68

Whilst parts of Northfield, West Heath and Longbridge within the
proposed Longbridge and West Heath Ward have grown together, whilst
retaining their character as individual communities, they are inextricably
linked, through socio economics, transport, schooling and a shared
history, providing a basis for effective representation in a two-member
ward.
The proposal for Longbridge and West Heath Ward incorporates a
number of landmarks and services which are shared in equal use by
residents of West Heath and Longbridge, including schools, such as the
Turves Green Boys, Girls and Primary, which are predominantly attended
by those who live within the proposed ward. Longbridge Station provides
rail access to the North and the South via the cross city line and bus links
also run through West Heath and Longbridge.
Much of the housing dates back to the period in which The Austin car
plant flourished, with a mixture of early 20th century and post-modern
housing, representing two key points in history when manufacturing was
the main economic driver in South Birmingham area. The Austin Village
Conservation Area is also within the ward, in close proximity to West
Heath, although its heritage and historical links, including the current and
active Austin Village Conservation Group identify strongly with
Longbridge, this again provides a representation across the two defined
communities of Longbridge and West Heath.
Other shared community facilities include Fairfax Park public open space,
Culmington Hall and West Heath Community Centre, all of which provide
a focal point and have become a binding part of the Longbridge and West
Heath communities.
The proposed ward boundaries for Longbridge and West Heath include
the rail line, main roads and public open space, which all give definition to
Longbridge and West Heath as individually defined communities - yet
closely linked with a combined sense of heritage, allowing for effective
governance and community representation as a two-member ward.
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35 Lozells

1

7617

7617

-6.36

The vibrant, busy shopping centre of Lozells Road unites the proposed
community of Lozells. Currently Lozells is split between Lozells and East
Handsworth Ward & Aston Ward but this proposal includes the entire
neighbourhood of Lozells including Lozells Primary School, Holte School
and the Lozells Lighthouse Youth Project, all three currently sit in Aston
Ward. The demographics of the neighbourhood are very similar with
terraced housing consisting predominantly of a mixture of social and
private housing.

36 Monyhull

1

8057

8057

-0.95

The proposed ward of Monyhull predominantly covers the historical area
of the same name with records dating from 1237 and is derived from Old
English of Manna’s Hill. The hill in question now has a Grade 2 listed
Georgian Manor House on it which has recently converted in to executive
flats, overlooking and seen from adjoining lands as a prominent building
in the locality.
All of the proposed ward of Monyhull was originally within the parish of St
Nicholas Kings Norton, an ancient Parish and Church established in the
11th century, only giving up a small part of the new ward, the Lindsworth
estate, to St Bedes Parish when the area was developed for housing in
1930’s
The primary bus service from the city to the area is the 50 route operated
by National Express. There are three other local bus services linking
Monyhull with Kings Heath and Kings Norton (18, 35 & 49 all run by
National Express).
There are two Medical Centres covering the whole area, Keynell Medical
Centre just off Monyhull Hall Road and Pound Road Medical Centre,
originally built for residents of Druids Heath in late 1960’s.

37 Moseley

2

15528

7764

-4.55

Originally a rural hamlet surrounded by farmland, Moseley went through
a period of intensive expansion during the Victorian era. It has a distinct
geographical identity, being situated on a hill between the Rivers Rea
and Cole and around two major roads – the A435 Alcester Road and
B4217 Salisbury and Wake Green Roads. The centre of Moseley sits at
the intersection between these two roads.
In recent years, the Moseley Regeneration Group co-ordinated by a
community-led development of a supplementary planning document
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(SPD) for Moseley. This was officially adopted by the Planning Authority
in 2014. The SPD is one of many examples of citizens in Moseley
organising and delivering around issues of community and place, with a
network that includes (but is not limited to) a neighbourhood forum,
Community Development Trust, various residents associations, a
volunteer co-ordinated regular farmers market and an ‘In Bloom’ group.
The amenities in central Moseley – including four Primary Schools,
shops, bars, restaurants, the ‘Moseley Exchange’ co-working space,
offices, meeting rooms, two Churches and a Centre of Buddhism – are all
“comfortably Moseley” in identity. In addition, there are other amenities
which are shared by multiple neighbourhoods, including the Hamza
Mosque, Highbury Park and Estate, and Queensbridge Secondary
School.
Indeed, defining Moseley’s northernmost boundary is a less precise art,
with many residents orientating their lives around two centres: Moseley
Village and Ladypool Road. Recognising that there is no perfect solution
here, retaining much of the current northern boundary makes sense – it
simplifies matters for residents and draws together areas of private
rented and social housing in and around Church Road and Trafalgar
Road.
Moseley as a place is mostly contained within the current Moseley and
Kings Heath Ward but also runs into Springfield Ward at its eastern
border in the Moseley Bog locality. As such, Moseley as a two-member
ward that re-introduces the neighbourhood around Moseley Bog would
create an administrative boundary that is contiguous with the Moseley
recognised by residents, both in the SPD and in the community as a
whole.
38 Nechells

1

7574

7574

-6.88

The historic district of Nechells is now often referred to in policy
documents as North Nechells, Bloomsbury and Duddeston. The name
“Nechells Green” originally referred to the triangle of land at the meeting
point of the present Nechells Park Road, Nechells Place, Bloomsbury
Street, Walter Street and Thimble Mill Lane. On Tomlinson’s 1758 map,
the area was shown as a village green surrounded by a few lanes and
fields. In the 1950s and 60s the name was adopted for the re-developed
areas of Ashsted, Duddeston and Vauxhall to the south-west of Nechells
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itself.
The London and North Western Railways line from Stechford to Aston cut
across Nechells Park Road and neighbouring streets when it opened in
1880, as had the Grand Junction Railway from Liverpool and Manchester
to Birmingham in order to reach its temporary terminus at Vauxhall in
1837.
The development of high rise flats in Nechells had actually started in the
1950s and it was the home of Birmingham’s very first tower block –
Queens Tower on Great Francis Street which was completed in 1954 and
is still standing today although many of the tower blocks in the Nechells
area were demolished in the 1990s to make way for new low rise private
and rented housing.
As well as being an inner-city area with a mix of housing tenures,
Nechells hosts considerable commercial activity. Flights Hallmark, a
coach and corporate vehicle operator has its head office and a depot on
Long Acre on the site of the former Aston motive power depot. Nechells
is the headquarters of the Wing Yip Chinese food and restaurant
business which occupies a site at Nechells Green. On Thimble Mill Lane,
the Aston Manor Brewery started production in 1993. Nechells is also
home to Star City – a vast entertainment complex that houses shops,
restaurants, a 22 lane bowling centre, a casino, a hotel and one of the
largest multiplex cinemas in Europe.
As well as Bloomsbury library, other community facilities serve the whole
area and include Nechells Play Centre and the Nechells Community
Centre. Sports facilities are provided at the Heartlands High Community
Leisure Centre and the Nechells Community Sports Centre.
Nechells is served by both Duddeston Station and Aston Station and
there are a number of bus services through the ward. If the proposed
HS2 high speed rail line from London to Birmingham is constructed, it will
skirt the south-eastern edge of Nechells, running alongside the Aston
Church Road before continuing to Saltley and a new Curzon station.
39 Newtown

1

8153

8153

+0.23

The proposed Newtown Ward was a separate ward within the city until
1982 when it merged with Aston. It has very different housing
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characteristics to Aston as it was and remains primarily an area of council
housing. Newtown Shopping Centre at the heart of the proposed ward
also contains several council offices and a Post-Office which provide
services for residents in and beyond the ward.
There are two Primary and two Secondary Schools within the ward and
are well supported by Newtown families.
40 Northfield

1

8100

8100

-0.42

Northfield is the hub of the wider Northfield District. The shopping centre
is the 5 h largest local centre in Birmingham and benefits from a wellestablished Business Improvement District, and Community Investment
Trust in the Northfield Town Centre Partnership.
Northfield is home to Northfield Leisure Centre and has its own Fire
Station, Library, schools and places of worship, as well as public open
space in Victoria Common. There are a number of active community
groups, including the Northfield Stakeholder Group, Northfield Carnival
and several other small but constituted friends groups.
Public transport links and infrastructure in Northfield provide a sense of
both community and destination, with all major bus routes passing
through Northfield Town Centre, whilst there is also a train station giving
access to the North and South, via the Cross City line.
Historically Northfield has great significance and presence as a
community in its own right, dating as far back as the Doomsday Book.
There are a number of historic points of interest, including the Great
Stone Conservation Area, The Black Horse Public House and the Library
Building which is of Carnegie construction. Housing across Northfield is
an eclectic mix of Victorian, Georgian, post-modern and modern
construction, although all these blend to give Northfield its distinct
character.
With clearly defined boundaries consisting of the Cross City rail line,
public open space and main roads, Northfield is a defined community and
the ward submission reflects this.

41 Oscott

2

15640

7820

-3.86

On the north side of the ward, the boundary is Queslett Road, a fast dual
carriageway separating Birmingham from Walsall and Sandwell. To the
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south west the boundary is defined by the M6 motorway, separating
Oscott and Perry Beeches and Perry Hall Wards. The eastern boundary
is defined by Hawthorn Road and Kingstanding Road, a dual carriageway
separating Oscott from Kingstanding Ward. To the south there is College
Road to the south of which lies open space in the form of Witton
cemetery, playing fields and industrial estates but very few residents. On
the north side is the Bandywood estate. The natural boundary here would
be Kings Road, a dual carriageway linking Queslett Road with
Kingstanding Road at Kingstanding circle – as the characteristics which
the Bandywood estate relate better to the proposed Kingstanding Ward
The proposed Oscott Ward is predominately owner occupier and private
rented with a small amount of council housing. In addition two new major
developments (Persimmon and Taylor Wimpey) have taken place in
Booths Lane and Sandy Lane that will link the Bowman Caddick estates
and integrate with the rest of Oscott. Indeed, the biggest residents
association within the ward is the Oscott Residents Assocaition set up to
represent all residents across the area.
Many of the residents within the Oscott Ward use the same Churches
and meeting places and the Buford, Glenmead and Queslett Nature
Reserve as open spaces. Most residents will shop within the ward but
residents also have good connectivity with areas beyond the ward
through a number of bus routes.
42 Perry
Beeches

1

7587

7587

-6.72

This area was built predominantly between 1934 and 1939, with Henry
Boot Ltd being the prime housing developer. Perry Beeches homes were
for those who wished to rent a property from a subsidiary of Henry Boot
Ltd whilst Booths Farm was for those who wished to purchase a house.
Both of the Perry Beeches and Booths Farm estates are provided with
the same bus service run by National Express and there is also an estate
runabout bus for residents wanting to access the ASDA Superstore on
Queslett Road.
Each of the two estates have one Primary School each, all built when the
houses were developed, although Perry Beeches Nursery, Infant and
Junior Schools have been totally rebuilt since then. The area is also
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served with a Secondary School, Perry Beeches, now an Academy.
The new ward has one purpose built community centre, in Trehurst
Avenue, originally called Triple B, after Perry Barr, Booths Farm and
Perry Beeches, when it was built in 1995. There have never been any
religious buildings within the Booths Farm area, with residents using
Beeches Methodist Church, Beeches Baptist Church and Beeches
Evangelical Church.
43 Perry
Common

1

8045

8045

-1.09

The proposed new Perry Common Ward includes three communities: the
Wyrley Birch Estate, Perry Common and New Oscott. These three
distinct communities are united by being part of the old parish of Perry
Common and through the newer Witton Lodge Community Association.
All three are very distinct neighbourhoods. However, they all have a
similar housing mix with all having modern, private housing and social
housing, though in the case of Wyrley Birch a larger weighting towards
social housing compared to the others, which is almost exclusively
council housing.
Geographically the three neighbourhoods are sandwiched between two
well defined areas with Stockland Green to the East with Witton Lakes
acting as a barrier, and Kingstanding to the West with College Road very
much acting as a line of separation between the distinct communities of
Perry Common, New Oscott and Wyrley Birch.
In identity terms, all three neighbourhoods would very much relate at the
neighbourhood level, as the housing mix and overall demography are
very similar.
In electoral terms all three neighbourhoods would be too small to make a
one-member ward but together, they fall within the range of a onemember ward.

44 Perry Hall

1

7991

7991

-1.76

Historically this area was the home farms for Perry Hall, home of the
Gough-Calthorpe family that was sold to various developers in 1920 for
the expansion of house building in Birmingham. The area has a very well
established Residents Association, in existence since 1952 and they
produce a monthly newsletter which is distributed throughout the area.
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The whole of this new ward has a postal code of B42.
Within the community there are two schools, Dorrington, now a four-form
entry Primary Academy school which caters for the needs of secular
education in the area and being a much smaller one-form entry St Marks,
RC Primary School.
The A34 Walsall Road which separates Perry Hall from Perry Beeches is
a very busy main motorway feeder road, being dual carriageway along
the whole length of road and in places six lanes wide, hence a significant
physical boundary between both areas.
Throughout the proposed Perry Hall Ward, there is a small bus run-about
which weaves its way through most of the roads in Perry Hall,
predominantly used by residents linking Hamstead village with Perry Barr
One-Stop Shopping Centre.
45 Pype Hayes

1

8083

8083

-0.63

The proposed Pype Hayes Ward consists of three separate communities
that are all united by the common usage of Pype Hayes Park and the
shopping area along the Chester Road. The communities are: Pype
Hayes Estate, Pitts Farm Estate and the housing to the back of the
Baggot Arms pub.
Much of the new proposed ward is made up of the Pype Hayes Estate
which has seen large scale redevelopment over the last 15 years, from
being pre-fab housing to becoming a new modern housings estate with a
mixture of social and private housing. The Pitts Farm Estate is an old
council estate that has had some new private homes and apartments,
built in recent times, and the area to the back of the Baggot Arms Pub
has become an established mixed tenure residential community.
In electoral terms the best way to constitute a ward from these
communities is to bring them together in a one-member ward, as none of
the component parts would be large enough to make a one-member
ward by themselves.

46 Quinton

2

16018

8009

-1.54

The boundaries for Quinton Ward are already fixed to the north and west
by the city boundaries. To the south, Woodgate Valley completely
separates Bartley Green (to the south) from Quinton (to the north), and,
therefore, the proposed Quinton Ward also respects this longstanding
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boundary. It is therefore only along the eastern edge of the ward that this
proposal changes the current boundaries. In moving the boundary with
Harborne Ward west, from Lordswood Road to Balden Road, the new
proposal recognises the longstanding orientation of the Beeches Lanes
estate towards Harborne rather than towards Quinton and brings forward
a new Quinton Ward as a coherent community represented by a twomember ward.
47 Rednal &
Rubery

1

8181

8181

+0.58

Rubery and Rednal is a long established community set at the foot of the
Lickey Hills and skirting the boundary of Cofton Park. Previously set
within Longbridge Ward, this area is a natural community, with local
shopping areas, places of worship, schools and almost uniform
construction of housing.
Whilst Rubery and Rednal is a defined community, it is proposed to
include two further communities in order to provide the number of
electors required. However the two communities also have a shared
heritage with the Rubery and Rednal area.
The Cockhill community is an established one that sits on the southern
part of Birmingham City. Much of this estate dates back to the 1960s and
1970s, with high levels of unemployment and poverty. Too small to be
represented as a ward in its own right, what has become known as the
Cockhill estate shares many services with the Rubery/Rednal area, and
is also impacted upon by the Longbridge Town Centre Development,
which is the third community in the proposed ward.
On the site of the former car plant sits a new housing estate, which is fast
becoming a community, supported by the town centre development, with
initiatives such as the Public Arts Project and other heritage related
events.
Rubery and Rednal as a ward would bring together three different
communities, with not dissimilar socio-economic indicators, with a shared
heritage and an aspirational population, allowing for effective
representation by a single member.

48 Shard End

1

8585

8585

+5.54

The proposed Shard End Ward covers the distinct and well-known
community of Shard End, bordered to the north and east by the city
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boundary and to the south by the River Cole and, parkland. It is
geographically distinct and has a strong sense of community identity.
Residents have a clear sense of where Shard End is and of being a
distinct locality within the city.
This is expressed through the use of common facilities such as the
community centre, Library and local schools but also through an
extensive network of community, social and faith-based organisations. All
of these are clearly identified as being “Shard End institutions” and there
is a great deal of local pride in this common community identity.
Housing is a unifying factor. Much of the estate was developed just prior
to and just after the war by the City Council and a considerable
proportion of housing continues to be owned and managed by the
council.
Given the distinct nature of this area, its strong boundaries and obvious
community coherence, there is a clear case for the representation of its
interests on the council through a one-member ward.
49 Sheldon

2

17245

8623

+6.01

This ward has two boundaries fixed by the city border with Solihull MBC,
but the ward lacks clear physical boundaries to establish other edges,
beyond a small stretch of the West Coast Main Line railway that provides
a physical boundary at the north-eastern edge. The proposed boundaries
include areas of similar housing types grouped together and very similar
demographics. Residents share similar concerns, especially those
regarding the proximity of Birmingham Airport to the east. The
commercial and retail centre of the ward is largely along the southern
border on the A45 Coventry Road.
The core of this Ward is the Sheldon Country Park, which has Westley
Brook running through it. This is regarded as a key feature by the
community and there is an established Friends Group, which draws
membership from across Sheldon, but with a significant focus on the
Lyndon Green, The Radleys and Cranes Park areas.
The proposal avoids radical change to the ward from current boundaries,
but it does mean a size some 7% larger than the average for a twomember ward. The pressure of the two fixed boundaries and the way that
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this reflects local communities justified an 11% variation in the 2011
review. These boundaries also put Sheldon Library at the centre of the
new ward, providing a centre for civic services.
50 Short Heath

1

8222

8222

+1.08

The proposed Short Heath Ward is made of two main areas: the Court
Farm Estate, which sits on the west of the ward and the Topcroft Estate
which sits to the east of the ward. They are unified by Short Heath Park
which sits directly between the two estates. The type of housing on both
estates is very similar, as both are almost entirely comprised of council
housing of similar size and age. The local convenience shops on Jerry’s
Lane opposite Short Heath Park and the schools of Court Farm Primary
and Oasis Short Heath Academy are used by the residents from both
areas. The historical name for both areas is Short Heath due to the park
of that name.
Geographically Short Heath Road acts as a boundary between Stockland
Green Ward to the south of the ward, Perry Common Recreation Ground
as a boundary to the west, and the Sutton Coldfield Vesey Ward as a
boundary to the north. An impassable train line is the boundary to the
east of the ward.
Electorally neither, Court Farm or Topcroft Estates are large enough to
constitute a one-member ward, but together they provide an electorate at
the median size for a one-member ward.

51 Small Heath

2

15077

7539

-7.32

The proposed Small Heath Ward is bisected by the Coventry Road. To
the south of the ward lies the area of Small Heath which was formerly
part of the South Yardley Ward and contains Small Heath Park and
Oldknow Road – with Waverley Road and the roads off of it. Here the
railway line and the Small Heath Bypass act as a physical barrier to the
Sparkbrook population to the south. To the north of the ward the area
from Charles Road in the west to Heybarnes Road in the east comprises
of a population which strongly identifies itself with Small Heath with
Heartlands Hospital acting as a barrier to the community in the proposed
Heartlands ward to the north.
A central focus of Small Heath Ward are two large Mosques, St Oswalds
Street Mosque Noor Ul Uloom and Ghamkol Mosque at the corner of
Golden Hillock Road and Poets Corner to which almost the entire local
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population attend for regular worship. The Catholic Church of the Holy
Family and the Bethel United Church on opposite corners of the Oldknow
and Coventry Roads are also extremely well attended. The area is also
strongly identified with its local primary schools, Summerville, St
Benedict’s, Ark Chamberlain and Starbank where families have attended
for generations.
Where some roads act as natural barriers between populations, the
Coventry Road fuses communities from both sides bringing them
together for shopping and transport purposes. Small Heath Park, in
particular, is used by communities either side of Coventry Road for
leisure opportunities, community festivals and other events. The area
also has an emergent Neighbourhood Forum which provides advice
services to the local population and is also strongly identified with its local
Primary Schools where many families have attended for generations.
The particularly strong identification of these populations with the
proposed Small Heath Ward would present a community which lends
itself well to a two-member ward proposal, whereas if the area was to be
divided into a different geography, the electorate criteria for a onemember ward would not be met.
52 South Yardley

1

8020

8020

-1.4

As with other proposals for the east of the city, South Yardley has an
eastern boundary fixed by the city boundary with Solihull MBC. The
southern border is formed entirely by the Grand Union canal, a physical
border with limited crossing points. The northern border is made up of
the A45 Coventry Road, a dual carriageway road with up to six lanes.
Much of the west of the proposed ward is industrial and commercial
property with relatively small amounts of late Victorian or Edwardian
terraced housing and a Primary School. This end of the ward includes
the Tyseley Household Recycling Centre, including a domestic waste
incinerator, a medical waste incinerator and a new biomass energy plant.
The centre of the ward houses the new Swan Shopping Centre and also
South Yardley Library, a well-used community resource. It is also the
location for Yardley Cemetery.
Most of the housing in the ward is in the eastern end of the ward, mostly
interwar and post-war semi-detached properties and centred on Clay
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Lane. In the south eastern corner, close to the canal, is a relatively new
development of modern detached and semi-detached houses. The
proposed ward includes properties north of the Coventry Road at the
eastern end but these residents identify more with the residents south of
the road – sharing concerns over road safety and commercial
development. There are existing regular meetings which are well
attended by residents from these areas, exemplifying the strong
community spirit already present.
53 Sparkbrook

1

8329

8329

+2.4

The proposed Sparkbrook Ward boundary corresponds to the very
clearly articulated community identity of the Sparkbrook Neighbourhood
Forum area which encompasses the area from the Bordesley Circus
Gateway to the Stratford Road at its junction with Warwick Road, and
stretching across to the canal, railway and Small Heath Bypass
boundaries to the East which present physical barriers to the areas
beyond.
The Sparkbrook neighbourhood community has evolved historically from
the St Agnes Church Parish area and the Lloyd (banking family)
Homestead within Farm Park. It distinguishes itself from other
neighbouring areas as a community because of the similarity of housing
stock and residential conditions for the majority of households, these
being, long length, Victorian terraced roads in grid like form where
households have for generations been effectively crowded together in
very close proximity.
The neighbourhood area also articulates itself in terms of core common
identification with Christchurch Primary School, Montgomery Primary
School, Conway Primary School, Greet Primary, and the former Golden
Hillock Secondary School (now Ark Boulton Academy) which generations
of individuals still resident within the community have attended. The
neighbourhood also strongly identifies itself with Farm Park and with
Sydenham Road Mosque and the Bordesley Centre (Muath Trust).
The Sparkbrook neighbourhood has also been recognised in recent
years by DCLG through the designation of Our Place community status
which has been facilitated and organised through the highly active
Sparkbrook Neighbourhood Forum, which brings together a number of
different “roads” of residents within a common neighbourhood
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organisation, to facilitate highly impressive local resident responses to
street cleaning, support for elderly and vulnerable, tackling health
inequalities through access to community led sports and fitness.
The relatively small concentration of households within the geographic
area between Golden Hillock Road to Seeley’s Road is currently isolated
under present boundary divisions between wards as the significant
infrastructural boundaries of industrial areas, the Ackers recreational
area, canal and Small Heath Bypass effectively cut it off from natural
community association with the rest of the present South Yardley Ward.
This area is naturally best associated with the Sparkbrook Community.
54 Sparkhill

2

15146

7573

-6.9

Sparkhill is a self-identified neighbourhood and community located to the
immediate south of the Sparkbrook neighbourhood and community along
the Stratford Road from its junction with Warwick Road. As the name
suggests, at this point in natural geography sits “a hill” which in recent
history has always featured as the centre part of the Stratford Road
community in terms of trade, retail, community services and transport
axes.
In modern local government terms the community of Sparkhill has always
been recognised as the central point provider for key community
services, such as a prominent community Library, important Police Hub
and base and municipal swimming facility, flanked by an important
community park area. With recent changes to municipal services many
of these facilities have re-organised and re-located, but the area
continues to provide core services through the community Library, Adult
Education Centre, the key NHS Mental Health Centre for the much wider
locality, important GP and health services, the over-subscribed and
principal “locality-base” for children’s services and important skills
development centres which complement the near-by Job Centre Plus.
Housing type and tenure in the Sparkhill community differs from the
neighbouring Balsall Heath and Sparkbrook communities principally
because there is a far higher percentage of owner occupation and far
smaller concentration of either council or different social landlord
providers.
While the area effectively “speaks to” the communities on its boundaries,
it has its own distinct voice and character, complementing rather than
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mirroring those of its neighbours. – and the “natural hill” is the natural
boundary line where this community begins.
The River Cole presents the natural boundary separating communities
and neighbourhoods to the west of the proposed Sparkhill Ward
boundary.
College Road, which presents as an important road separation within the
geography of the area, in fact speaks to the whole Stratford Road retail
and transportation, characteristic of the Sparkhill community, and does
not lend itself as a natural boundary but brings together the
neighbourhoods on either side of it through the shared Stratford Road
identity.
Wake Green Road presents itself as the natural boundary for the limit to
the West and South of the Sparkhill community identity, because
everything to the south is characterised by having a “Moseley Bog”
identity, where there is more identification and communality with the
Moseley community than there is at all with the Sparkhill neighbourhood.
Residences, housing type and tenure within the neighbourhood south of
Sparkhill also have more common identity with Moseley than with
Sparkhill and households use the Moseley and other local shopping
offers rather than the Stratford Road.
55 Stirchley

1

7966

7966

-2.07

Stirchley is an area with a strong identity and an active community. It is
frequently described by estate agents and the media as “up and coming”
– property prices have been low which has enabled business start-ups
such as a Bakery and Cookery School and a new Arts Café to thrive, but
also traditional businesses in repairs and building supplies to survive. It
has a lively Neighbourhood Forum and community groups including
Friends of Stirchley and Hazelwell Parks, Stirchley Market and arts
groups.
Appropriately the rail station now called Bournville lies on the boundary of
the proposed ward, as its original name was Stirchley Street and it predated the Cadbury-Bournville works.
The Pineapple area between Cartland Road and Dads Lane is
traditionally part of Stirchley, with the C of E Parish of the Ascension
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including the Church itself, having moved from Stirchley ‘High Street’ to
Pineapple Road.
56 Stockland
Green

2

15032

7516

-7.6

The proposed Stockland Green Ward groups separate communities,
brought together by the shopping area in the middle of the ward, the
Stockland Green Leisure Centre and its public open spaces. The
communities / neighbourhoods are: Bleak Hill; Brookvale Village; the
area surrounding Slade Road; the Highcroft Estate and Stockland Green
itself. While many of these areas have some distinct characteristics, of
which housing style and tenure are the most prominent, all strongly
identify as being part of the Stockland Green community due to the
strong community and historical ties that bind them together.
Residents across all of the neighbourhoods in Stockland Green have
come together for the last 10 years as a Ward Advisory Board, made up
from many different organisations: - the Asian Ladies Network; the
churches within the ward: the Friends of Witton Lakes; the Friends of
Brookvale Park; the Slade Road Mosque; the Highcroft Community
Centre; the Spade, Hammer and Pen Society; the Neighbourhood Watch
Groups and residents groups such as “Highcroft In Partnership” and The
Royal Gardens Residents Association.
There has been some new development in Stockland Green over the last
ten years, with Highcroft Estate on the old Highcroft Hospital site being
by far the largest of these which has provided a mixture of apartments
and housing and has integrated extremely well with the rest of the
community of Stockland Green. It is also worth noting that Stockland
Green founded its very own Community Housing Association in 2012
called Stockland Green Opportunity Housing Association, which has
housing in all of the identifiable neighbourhoods within the newly
proposed Stockland Green Ward.
In geographical terms the proposed Stockland Green Ward has very
identifiable boundaries that separate it from the other proposed wards in
this submission and they are the M6, Gravelly Hill and the Sutton New
Road, all of which act as natural barriers.
In electoral terms, combining these neighbourhoods to make a twomember ward is the only way to ensure that communities are not
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separated.
57 Summerfield

2

15729

7865

-3.31

The proposed Summerfield Ward takes in areas currently in Harborne,
Edgbaston, Soho, and Ladywood Wards. Bordered to the west by the city
boundary, the proposed ward organisation recognises that the Hagley
Road also creates a fixed boundary cutting off communities to the south.
The areas currently in Harborne and Edgbaston Wards north of the
Hagley Road are actually and in terms of identification purposes much
more orientated around the community areas towards the Edgbaston
Reservoir area and towards Summerfield Park area than any other south
facing area across the four-lane Hagley Road.
The new proposal recognises this orientation and builds a new ward
concentrated around Summerfield Park and the Edgbaston Reservoir
areas.

58 Sutton Four
Oaks

2

16343

8172

+0.46

This Ward, like Vesey Ward, is retained in very similar format to the
present ward, and its boundaries are to a large extent set administratively
and geographically.
It is bounded to south, west and north by Sutton Park and the
administrative boundaries of BCC. There is no basis to consider any
change to this.
To meet electoral numbers and follow community boundaries, it is
proposed that the Ward boundary runs south from the Birmingham
boundary along Worcester Lane, with the established inter-war housing
of the Roughly area contained within Four Oaks, linking to the Mere
Green local centre which is the retail hub of this ward. The boundary then
runs to the Lichfield Road which forms a natural boundary down to the
proposed boundary with the Sutton Maney Ward and Wylde Green Ward
(this is the same boundary point as with the present Trinity Ward, except
that the community bordered by Dower Road and Ley Hill Road becomes
more firmly linked into the Little Sutton neighbourhood included in the
proposed new Trinity Ward.

59 Sutton Maney
& Wylde
Green

2

16449

8224

+1.11

This new ward integrates Wylde Green with Maney and the Sutton Town
Centre. These adjoining communities form a major, linked north-south
corridor. The southern border retains the traditional boundary between
Sutton Coldfield and Birmingham. The old corporation trams and buses
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ran from Birmingham up to this border, stopping at the Wylde Green
shopping centre (the turning circle is the at the edge of the existing Wylde
Green shopping centre past the Yenton pub, which remains in Erdington.
To the west, this is bordered by the cross city rail line separating the ward
from the existing and proposed future Vesey Ward, with no changes
proposed to this boundary, until arriving northwards to the Maney
community which is proposed to fall within this new ward, because of the
natural north-south flow of connections running from Wylde Green up to
Sutton Town centre. The Birmingham Road unites these communities on
either side of the road and the side roads leading off of it to east and
west, with the road marking the main historic travel route linking Sutton
and the communities to the north, down to Wylde Green and on to
Birmingham city centre. Wylde Green itself was a resting ground for
grazing horses making this journey. The remains of the ‘Green’ are at
the junction of Birmingham Road and Wylde Green Road.
To the east the ward is a very clear and sharp boundary by the stretch of
protected open space running north-south and including the New Hall
Valley Country Park, golf course and Plants Brook River. A freight rail line
also adds to this severance line through the valley. This is a very clear
natural boundary marking the eastern limit of the proposed ward and is
separated by only two roads, Penns Lane and Wylde Green Road. Other
than these, there is no east-west crossing point in the three miles from
the Chester Road boundary to the south, up to north of the Town Centre.
From here, the proposed boundary also follows the severance line of
Rectory Park, then north up to Bedford Road, ensuring the Good Hope
Hospital is integrated into this Ward which covers the Sutton Town
Centre where other administrative, civic and transport (road or rail) hubs
exist. To round off the northern flank of this ward, the boundary that runs
to the south of Moor Hall and the “Four Oaks Private Estate” (formerly
part of Sutton Park). It then links back south, on the eastern flank of the
Park to rejoin the Maney and Driffold communities that are incorporated
within this ward.
In summary, this is an important new ward, which for the first time brings
together the main communities in and around the Sutton Town Centre,
and integrates them southwards with the main north-south community
and transport links to Wylde Green. Currently this whole set of very
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interlinked communities, are fragmented across three different Sutton
Coldfield Wards. Bringing them together in this way will vastly improve
the capacity for the community planning of this major local centre, which
is economically the largest retail location in Birmingham outside the city
centre. The area has been designated as a major retail and economic
growth zone opportunity in the Birmingham Development Plan 2031, and
the proposed new ward will provide the required community integration
and focus to enable this much-needed and long-awaited investment to be
created.
60 Sutton New
Hall

2

16850

8425

+3.58

This proposed new ward is very naturally defined by key community
boundaries and natural boundaries. It lies wholly to the east of the main
open space corridor separating the Walmley and New Hall from Wylde
Green and Maney to the west. Together, the proposed new wards of
Maney and Wylde Green, and New Hall, each reflect much better under
this proposal in terms of the main strategic arterial north-south
community corridors that run through Sutton Coldfield as a whole – these
are the Birmingham Road (former A38) running from Birmingham through
Sutton Town Centre and on to Lichfield; and the Eachelhurst/Walmley
Road running north-south from the Kingsbury area of east Birmingham
and linking up to the Tamworth Road. These are two major north-south
links with side roads and communities leading off each, but both
fundamentally separated from each other by the rail, river and open
space barrier of the New Hall valley.
The New Hall ward is also firmly defined by its extensive southern
boundary running out to include Minworth village, follows the traditional
Sutton Coldfield boundary separating this community from the rest of
Birmingham. For reasons repeated in the case for the Vesey and Wylde
Green areas, this boundary remains firmly fixed and this is reinforced by
the creation of the new Sutton Coldfield Town Council.
The eastern flank of this Ward follows the fixed BCC boundary with North
Warwickshire and is another broadly fixed boundary.
To form a northern boundary to the New Hall ward it is separated from
the Trinity Ward following a boundary virtually identical to that in place
now, until reaching the north-south boundary of the new Sutton Maney
and Wylde Green ward.
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The New Hall ward thus created, is very firmly centred on the welldefined communities of Walmley and New Hall, running north to Thimble
Mill, and east to Minworth. There is a natural geographical and
community focus to this Ward, with a local shopping centre in Walmley,
the retail park around the Minworth Island, and the newer housing
estates to the north of Walmley village.
61 Sutton Trinity

2

17281

8642

+6.23

This is a newly defined Trinity ward which is proposed to bring together
the communities to the northeast and east of the Sutton town centre.
To the east it is clearly demarcated at the BCC boundary. To the south it
includes the very well defined former municipal housing area of the
Falcon Lodge estate and the Reddicap area which includes the major
secondary schools of Fairfax and John Willmot, and the Sir Alfreds new
build estate, reaching the main New Hall valley and Plants Brook river.
This north-south severance line marks this ward apart from the Sutton
Maney and Wylde Green ward to the east, and this boundary runs
northwards through Rectory Park and up to the land east of Bedford
Road, comprising the community of Whitehouse Common which is also
contained in this ward. From there the boundary runs across the southern
flank of Moor Hall, which is includes in this ward, and over to the Lichfield
Road to the west which itself is proposed to be within the adjoining Four
Oaks ward. The boundary line then runs up to Worcester Lane, taking
into this newly defined Trinity ward the newly build Harvest Fields estate
off Duttons Lane, integrating this area with other more decent
developments south of Slade Road, and the wider community of Little
Sutton including the Little Sutton primary school off Worcester Lane, and
the Moor Hall J&I school. This creates a much more coherent community
on the northern end of this new Trinity Ward bringing together Harvest
Fields and the rest of Little Sutton.

62 Sutton Vesey

2

16843

8422

+3.53

The proposed Sutton Vesey Ward retains the historic boundary between
Sutton Coldfield and the rest of Birmingham to the south-west. This is the
current boundary and has been the subject of previous public concern.
There has also been a substantial petition raised this summer for the
retention of this boundary. The boundary is firmly entrenched in local
community identity and marks the line of the geographical ridge of land
which is a ‘watershed’ between the land to the south-west, towards
Birmingham and the land to the east, towards the river valleys of Lichfield
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and Tamworth.
The ridge which divides the Sutton Vesey Ward and the adjoining
existing wards of Oscott, Kingstanding and Erdington, forms the basis of
the current and proposed future boundary and also marks the line of the
ancient Drovers Road used by the hill farmers of Wales driving cattle and
sheep to the main Birmingham markets. The small estate called
Welshman’s Hill on the edge of the current and proposed Vesey Ward, is
the traditional grazing site used by the drovers making this journey. Much
of this line is centred on Chester Road, with side roads and cul-de-sacs
to the west linking naturally onto the Chester Road rather than towards
Birmingham to the south-west. These are the factors that make the
Sutton boundary with the rest of Birmingham such a key defining
boundary. This demarcates the boundary of the new Sutton Coldfield
Town Council.
East of this line the Vesey Ward including the communities of Banners
Gate, New Oscott, and Boldmere. These are linked by the main northwest south-east corridor of Chester Road, and the east-west corridor of
Jockey Road, both meeting at the Beggars Bush junction. This is a
historic intersection of travel and trade, now at the centre of a retail park
which is integral to shoppers in the proposed Vesey Ward.
The Northern boundary of this ward is the northern boundary of
Birmingham, eastwards it also follows the perimeter of Sutton Park, until
reaching the community known as Maney, which is the historic centre of
Sutton Coldfield, located to the south of the dam which bordered Sutton
Park. Maney is historically linked with Sutton Town Centre so we have
proposed that it be integrated in a new ‘Sutton Maney and Wylde Green
Ward’ and the boundary between this new ward and Vesey Ward runs
south such that the Maney area is included along with the Town Centre.
The best approximation for this runs to the east of Stonehouse Road
(which remains in Vesey as it is the main communications link between
Boldmere and the Park at Boldmere Gate) running to the ‘cross-city’ rail
line with is the main severance line running south and separating the
Vesey Ward from Wylde Green community to the east. This severance
line is breached in two neighbouring locations, Station Road and
Highbridge Road, running up to Birmingham Road, where residents shop
to the west, in Boldmere within Vesey Ward, and also attend schools at
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Boldmere and St Nicholas (Jockey Road).
63 Tyburn

1

8007

8007

-1.56

The proposed Tyburn Ward is comprised of three communities: Birches
Green, Erdington Hall and the Limes. While all three areas are very
distinct communities, Birches Green and Erdington Hall are extremely
similar in housing terms with both neighbourhoods having large levels of
council housing, while the Limes is slightly different as it comprises of a
small modern housing estate with a mix of both private and social
housing. There are some very strong community ties that bind these
three neighbourhoods together such as the shared local shops situated
on the Bromford Road; Kingsbury Secondary School; Erdington Hall
Children's Centre; the Midland Medical Partnership Doctors Surgery on
Wood End Road and the very distinct geography of the three
communities.
There has not been any large scale redevelopment across the three
areas though the Limes is a relatively modern housing estate with a
maturing community ethos developing within it. There are already some
joint endeavours between the communities such, as Birches Green and
Erdington Hall Tasking.
Geographically, Gravelly Hill to the west, Erdington High Street to the
north and Tyburn Road, from which the ward derives its name, to the
south and east provide quite a considerable barrier to neighbouring
wards such as Stockland Green, Erdington, Hodge Hill and Aston. It is
also important to note that a large industrial estate between the Tyburn
Road and the M6 is also within this ward.
In electoral terms all three neighbourhoods would be too small to make a
one-member ward but, together, they fall within the range of a onemember ward.

64 Tyseley

1

7818

7818

-3.88

The northern and north-eastern border of this proposed ward is formed
by the Grand Union Canal and the dual carriageway of the Stockfield
Road. The north part of the ward is predominantly industrial, covering
the industrial estate and train yards north of the Warwick Road, together
with Tyseley Station. There is also a developing industrial and
commercial area on Battery Way on brownfield land between Weston
Lane and Formans Road and a planned retail development on the corner
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of Reddings Lane and Olton Boulevard West.
A single councillor with focus on this ward would be well placed to work
with business, developers and residents for the good of all. There is also
the benefit of the Tyseley and District Community Association, a local
charity providing a venue for community access, employment, health
services and childcare facilities. The ward is also served by a primary
school and an academy, which both draw significantly from the area
within the proposed ward.
While there is some housing north and along the Warwick Road, the
greater density of population lies in the south of the ward, with the River
Cole providing a physical boundary to the west, south of the Warwick
Road. Most of the housing in the ward is of a similar type – late Victorian
and Edwardian terraced properties – and different to that across the
southern border of the Stratford Road. The boundaries as drawn also
ensure a similar demographic mix which would be lost by crossing over
either Fox Hollies Road or the Stratford Road.

65 University

2

15114

7557

-7.09

This proposed ward works as a community.
This two-member ward recognises that the existing Edgbaston Ward
covers an extremely large area, covering communities and
neighbourhoods that have little day-to-day interconnection with each
other. Neighbourhoods along the Pershore Road have no immediate
connection with those close to Edgbaston Reservoir, for example. It
further recognises that the current ward is dominated by the university
and hospital complex at its heart.
The proposed University Ward takes as its starting point the natural
barrier of the Hagley Road and re-orientates those neighbourhoods to the
north of that barrier towards the reservoir and Summerfield Park, into the
new Summerfield Ward. To the west, the proposal retains the natural
boundary of the Harborne Walkway with Harborne Ward, but then brings
in a neighbourhood currently in the south east of Harborne Ward,
recognising the linkages between this neighbourhood and the wider
hospital and university site. To the south and south-west, the current
boundaries with Selly Oak and Moseley are maintained and acknowledge
the natural boundaries provided by the Bourn Brook and Cannon Hill
Park. To the north-west, however, the boundary with Balsall Heath is
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moved from the Pershore Road to the Bristol Road, which acknowledges
the Development Plan proposals being brought forward by the Balsall
Heath Neighbourhood Forum and the impact of the cricket ground on the
surrounding Balsall Heath Ward.
66 Ward End

1

8483

8483

+4.29

The proposal to create a new ward of Ward End reunites the people of
Ward End from across both sides of the Washwood Heath Road. This
involves bringing together facilities at Ward End Library, Ward End Park,
Ward End Primary School all within a single ward. The residents of the
ward would all share the same postcode of B8.
The housing is primarily former council housing stock which is largely
now privately owned with a largely Asian Muslim population, much of
which is linked by family ties across the current two wards of Ward End
and Washwood Heath. The area shares seven Mosques and a number of
Churches with the congregations made up of residents from the Ward
End community. The area was established by William Ward from whom
the ward derives its name and who also owned the Treaford estates
where Treaford Lane is now situated.
There is an active residents group which operates along the roads
situated in the Ward End part of Hodge Hill but its members also form
part of the Friends of Ward End Park with members from the Ward End
area of the current Washwood Heath area. The park is extremely
important as it is used by all communities. The Park has held a Ward
End Mega Mela for the last two years that attracts approximately 15,000
people from both of the current wards but in the most part being residents
who would be part of the new Ward End Ward.
This area would also become very important with a proposed HS2 rail
link as the envisaged HS2 depot would be wholly situated within Ward
End Ward meaning that more could be done for the people of Ward End
who would have to bear the majority of the impact of the rail line.

67 Weoley

2

16801

8402

+3.28

Weoley is a natural community – based as it is around Weoley Castle
Square. It is a place that people identify with.
Whilst Weoley has a diverse housing tenure together with a wide variety
of income brackets, the area is dominated by mid 20th Century housing –
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made up of council and Bournville Village Trust properties together with
privately rented and many good quality high value private properties.
Nevertheless, residents across the proposed ward would all say that they
come from Weoley.
People across Weoley come together on a regular basis through many
organisations such as the Square Youth Club; various Drop-In sessions;
and all the Churches including St Gabriel’s in Marston Road; the
Community Church on the Square; St Rose and Lina. Many schools offer
play groups and after-school social clubs and dance classes.
Organisations such as Age–UK are also based on Weoley Castle
Square.
The proposed Weoley Ward would enable residents in the aptly named
‘Weoley Avenue’ and Gibbons Road to participate in the community in
which they have lived for many years ‘The Avenue Road Club’ is
presently located just outside ward boundaries but is most popular with
mostly Weoley residents.
In geographical terms, the new two-member ward would have very welldefined boundaries: Bristol Road, Shenley Lane and the Bourn Brook.
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